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1 Objectives and Lab Materials

The objective of this lab is to introduce you to programming of embedded controllers for
motors and encoders, using the Arduino boards. In addition, you will learn how to write
simple ROS nodes and how to utilize the suite of ROS tools for tuning and debugging your
controllers.

For this lab you are given:

• Arduino DUE board, shown in Figure 1(a).
Reference page: http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardDue.

• Arduino Motor Shield R3, shown in Figure 1(b). Reference page: http://arduino.

cc/en/Main/ArduinoMotorShieldR3.

• Micro Motors RHE158 75:1 12V DC Motor with a Hall effect encoder, shown in Fig-
ure 1(c). Reference page: http://www.reductor-motor.com/eng-mic_e_data1.htm.

• 12V DC power adaptor.

• Rubber wheel, mounting bracker with a 2.3mm mounting hole.

The following tasks will guide you through setting up an Arduino controller and a corre-
sponding ROS node to control the motor. In your report, describe the steps you have taken
to solve each task, as well as the results you obtained and the methods you used to verify
that the system functions properly. Provide your Arduino sketch and ROS package source
codes as attachments and demonstrate the final system to the lab assistant.
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Figure 1: Lab materials

2 Task 1: Basic Setup (5 points)

For this task, you will set up the Arduino, Motor Shield and the Motor connections. Com-
plete the following steps:

• Download and install the Arduino SDK from the arduino website (Note: Do not
use the version from apt-get as it does not support the Due board).

• Connect the Arduino programming port through the micro USB cable to your laptop.
The LEDs ON and L should light up.

• Make sure you have read/write permissions on the serial port (most likely /dev/ttyACM0).

• Open the Arduino environment and open the Examples/Basic/Blink sketch. Compile
and upload the sketch and verify that the L LED is flashing every second.

• Unplug the Arduino. Mount the motor shield on top. Connect The + and − terminals
of the motor to the respective ports of the A motor output on the shield.

• If you have not previously done so, install the git version managment tool.
sudo apt-get install git

• Download the github code for this lab.
git clone https://github.com/tstoyanov/sensors_lab1.git

• Copy the file sensors_lab1/arduino_pkg/src/lab1_stub.ino into your arduino sketch
directory.

• Edit the stub file to:

– Initialize a struct that holds the IDs of the four pins needed for the motor —
direction, brake, pulse width modulated signal, and current sensor.
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– You will need to set the pin modes for each pin and write a default value (LOW/HIGH)
in the setup function.

– Setup serial communication in the setup function using Serial.begin().

– Set the Analog read/write resolution in the setup function to 12 bits.

– For this initial test, write a value of 3000 to the PWM pin in the setup. This
corresponds to about 3

4
of the PWM resolution, i.e. the duty cycle.

– In the loop function, use analogRead() to read the current sensor pin. Scale
the read value appropriately and print the current in milliamperes to the serial
communication.

– Upload your sketch. The motor should start moving slowly and you should be
able to read the current using the Serial Monitor tool. Once you verify everything
is fine, you can connect your power adapter to the arduino board.

– You may hear a high pitch noise from your motor at this point. This is due to
the PWM frequency output by the Arduino. To change the PWM frequency and
remove the noise, you need to edit the file
ARDUINO_ROOT/hardware/arduino/sam/variants/arduino_due_x/variant.h and
change the defines to
#define PWM_FREQUENCY 30000 and
#define TC_FREQUENCY 30000.

– Re-start the arduino environment, compile and upload your sketch.

• Set up the incremental encoder.

– Connect the Brown wire (motor terminal 1) to the 5V arduino power supply.
Connect the Green wire (motor terminal 2) to Arduino Ground. Connect the
Blue wire (motor terminal 3) to any of the digital pins on the Arduino.

– In the setup() function of your arduino sketch, attach an interrupt to the encoder
digital pin. Write a HIGH value to the encoder input pin in order to switch on the
pullup resistor. On signal change, check if the pin is in logic HIGH and increment
the encoder position. Pay attention to the value of the Direction pin in order to
determine if the encoder should be incremented or decremented.

– Print your encoder values to the serial port and verify your setup is working. How
many pulses do you see per rotation? Is it consistent with the data sheets?

3 Task 2: Communication Protocol (3 points)

In our next steps we will need to command the motor through a high-level controller in ROS.
In this task, we will set up and test the communication protocol between your laptop and
the Arduino board. The commands you should implement are shown in Table 1. Follow
these steps to implement the communication protocol.
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Table 1: Simple communication protocol

Command Payload Purpose
POS VAL[short int]T[short int] Set target position and execution time
SET Kp[short int]Ki[short int]Kd[short int] Set the pid parameters
ON — Switch the motor on / switch off brake
OFF — Switch the motor off / switch on brake

• On the Arduino side (lab1 stub.ino):

– Edit the function publishStatus() to communicate the internal state of the board.
You should print out at least the value of the encoder, the value of the current
sensor and the controller set point. Easiest option is to print as comma separated
integer values followed by a carriage return (\r\n), but you may also pack the
bytes directly in a character buffer and define your own termination sequence.

– Serial communication is slow, so in your loop() function add a timer and only
publish status at less than 100Hz. In order to have a reliable control of the
motor, you should also implement a fixed rate of updates inside the loop function
at a frequency of 1kHz (i.e., perform control actions every dT miliseconds, with
dT=1). Follow instructions in the comments of the file to implement the timers
in your loop() function.

– Edit the processMessage function which should check for incoming messages on
the serial port. Start by testing communication with the simpler commands
ON/OFF, before attempting to send packed short integers.

– Since you will be using the serial port with your C++ program, you cannot use
the serial monitor at the same time. For debugging you can try switching on and
off the LED or set up the second USB port with a second cable.

• On the C++ side (arduino simple.cc):

– In order to be able to compile the sample source code, you will need a working
version of ROS. Both ROS indig or hydro should work fine for this lab. If you
have not yet installed ROS, open a terminal and type:

sudo apt−get i n s t a l l ros−hydro−desktop− f u l l
[ or sudo apt−get i n s t a l l ros−ind igo−dektop− f u l l ]

You can now go and have a coffee with your lab partner. This part of the assign-
ment will not be graded :).
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– Set up a catkin workspace by following the tutorial
http://wiki.ros.org/catkin/Tutorials/create_a_workspace

– Copy the folder you downloaded into your ROS workspace. Verify the package
arduino pkg compiles using catkin make. For this task only, we will work without
any ROS nodes, using just plain C++.

– In the communications header file include/comm.h, implement the methods get-
Status(), setPIDParameters(), setOn(), setOff(), and updateStatus(). Follow the
instructions in the comments.

– Implement the main() method in the file src/arduino_simple.cc. Print out the
status variables and try sending different commands. Test your communication
protocols.

4 Task 3: Basic ROS Node (3 points)

In this exercise we will modify the ROS node that communicates with the Arduino. Follow
these steps:

• We now need to define a message to publish the motor status that we read from
the arduino. We also need to define a service which lets us send commands to the
node. If you are not sure about messages and services, look at the tutorial at http:

//wiki.ros.org/ROS/Tutorials/CreatingMsgAndSrv.

• Edit the message definition file in msg/MotorState.msg. Add an array of float32 to
hold your status variables.

• Edit the service definition file in srv/SetPosition.srv. Add as a service parameter
a target encoder value.

• Edit the ROS node implemented in src/arduino_node.cc. Implement the service
servers for switching on and off the motors (empty service argument) and for setting
the motor target position (the service type you defined). Follow the instructions in the
comments.

• In the file src/arduino_node.cc, implement the status publishing function publihSta-
tus().

• Compile your node and test communication with the arduino. Test the outputs of your
publisher first by using rostopic echo and then rqt plot on several selected components
of the float32 array (hint: you can plot a particular element of the array using square
brackets and the element index). Include a sample screen shot from rqt plot.
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Figure 2: Block scheme of a PID controller.

5 Task 4: PID Control and Minimum Jerk (5 points)

PID control is a classical control method for achieving a desired setpoint. PID control uses
a feedback loop in which the error between a desired control setpoint r(t) and a measured
signal y(t) is used to derive an appropriate control action u(t). The schematic of a PID
controller is shown in Figure 2.

The basic control equation in this case is:

u(t) = Kpe(t) + Ki

∫ t

0

e(t)dt + Kd
d

dt
e(t) (1)

where e(t) = y(t) − r(t) is the error between the desired set point and the current measure-
ment. The constants Kp, Ki and Kd regulate the behavior of the controller and will be tuned
in the next exercise. In this task we will implement a PID controller for our motor, as well
as a minimum jerk setpoint trajectory for r(t). Minimum jerk motion is desirable in order
to minimize jitter and smoothly change the setpoint r(t), instead of providing a sharp step
setpoint. We do not have time to derive the theory behind minimum jerk motion here and
instead just provide the respective equation for r(t):

r(t) = ri + (rf − ri)
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where T is the period of execution of the motion. Follow these steps to implement your PID
controller on the Arduino (lab1 stub.ino):

• In your Arduino sketch, instantiate the struct which holds the PID parameters Kp, Ki

and Kd.

• Instantiate the control state parameter struct: the current set point r, the initial set
point ri, the final set point rf , the period T , the initial time ti, the error e, the error
derivative de and the control output u.

• Implement the function minimumJerk which computes a set point r(t), given a control
structure and the current time.

• Implement the function pid which computes the control output, given the error, error
derivative and PID parameters. Keep track of the integrator term inside the PID
parameter struct.

• Implement the function positionControl which uses minimumJerk to update the set
point, reads the current encoder value and computes error and error derivatives, and
finally computes and applies the control output. Note that negative control outputs
should be sent to the PWM by absolute value, while the Direction pin should be
switched to LOW. You should initially skip writing the PWM value and debug just
the minimum jerk setpoints.

• In your communication protocol initialize ti from the current time, ri from the current
encoder value, rf from the final set point, T from the period.

• Note: to compute the error derivative de you should implement a fixed dt for the
control frequency. You can do that in several ways, using timers or interrupts.

• Initialize your controller with a low Kp and keep Ki and Kd as zeros. Plot the control
outputs in your status message and display them using rqt plot. Test your controller
and generate plots. Do not worry if the motor does not move at this point as the
control outputs may be too low to generate motion. Make sure the set point r(t) and
the control outputs u(t) behave as expected.

6 Task 5: Dynamic reconfigure and Controller Tuning

(4 points)

The final task in this lab is to tune the PID controller to achieve smooth motion of the motor
to desired encoder values. You have already most of the interfaces needed, but still need to
find good values for Kp, Ki and Kd. In the following steps we will set up the ROS node to
easily change the PID controller values on the fly. For this we will use the ROS dynamic
reconfigure interfaces.
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• If you are not sure how dynamic reconfigure works, reer to the ROS tutorials at http://
wiki.ros.org/dynamic_reconfigure/Tutorials/HowToWriteYourFirstCfgFile.

• Edit the filecfg/arduino_node.cfg and add three configuration parameters (for the
three PID gains). Set appropriate allowed intervals.

• Connect the dynamic reconfigure event to your C++ communication implementation
and send over all three values to the arduino board. To do this, edit the funtion
configCallback() in the file src/arduino_node.cc.

• On the arduino side, make sure that the received values are mapped to the correct PID
parameters.

• Start your node, an rqt plot of the control outputs, set point and current encoder
values, as well as the rqt reconfigure GUI.

• Vary Kp and set target values for your controller and observe the graphs. Once you
reach a stable behavior, you can start adding a small amount of Ki to reduce the steady
state error. Be careful not to overshoot as this can result in erratic oscillations.

• Once you are satisfied with the final results, you can try adding some damping by
increasing Kd to achieve smoother tracking performance.

• Generate plots of your controller behavior for at least three different set points. What
is the maximum number of encoder ticks you can track in ten seconds? Describe your
results and stress-test your controller.
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